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ABSTRACT: Ocean waves are a vast, mostly unexplored energy resource, with significant potential for energy extraction. The 

necessity to reach renewable energy objectives drives research in this sector, although it is still in its infancy compared to other 

renewable energy technologies. This study discusses the current state of wave energy and examines the device types that reflect 

current wave energy converter (WEC) technology, with an emphasis on work being done in the UK. The various power take-off 

systems are identified, and several control techniques to improve the efficiency of point absorber-type WECs are considered. 

There is a lack of consensus on the optimum way for collecting energy from waves, and although earlier innovation has mostly 

concentrated on the idea and design of the principal interface, problems about how to optimize the powertrain have arisen. The 

piece finishes with some predictions for the future. The primary goal of this article is to present a complete overview of current 

wave technologies for wave energy extraction. The review will discuss their promise as well as the difficulties that wave 

technologies confront. The benefits of combined offshore wind-wave projects, also known as combined offshore wind-wave 

projects, will be briefly discussed in this article. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Sea surface waves generate a significant quantity of green energy and have the potential to significantly reduce 

global energy needs in the direction of a more sustainable future. Waves have a high power density compared 

to many other renewable energy sources, which makes them attractive for harvesting[1]. Among all ocean 

clean energy sources, wave energy seems to have the second-highest potential. Wave energy sources have 

been assessed at the global and regional levels, and the amount of wave energy accessible is large enough to 

pique interest in its use. In 2014, global electrical energy consumption[2] was expected to be 19,800 TWh/year, 

with a global wave energy reserve of the same size .On a global scale, however, estimates of potentially useable 

wave energy capacity range from 2000 to 4000 TWh/year. Environmental issues, such as air pollution, global 

warming, and extreme weather, are progressively being acknowledged as a result of massive fossil fuels 

consumption. Fossil fuels[3] are predicted to account for more than 35 percent of overall energy use in 2040. 

In this respect, harnessing renewable energy sources such as wind, solar, and ocean wave energy is much more 

critical. China, the United States, India, and European nations are among the first to develop techniques for 

utilizing ocean wave energy into their systems. Government agencies in these nations financed resource 

evaluations and supplied test locations and labs for energy conversion system development and planning. 

Apart from studies financed by the government, others are carried out by universities, corporate groups, 

research institutes, and people who are all working to promote the use of ocean energy. the public's awareness 

of the renewable energy industry Because of wave energy's enormous potential  a variety of wave energy 

converter (WEC)[4] concepts have emerged to harvest energy from waves. 

It's worth noting that there are already over 1000 WEC prototypes. Various studies have revealed issues 

stemming from the instability of ocean wave parameters and the long-term viability of wave energy converters 

in a harsh maritime environment. A mooring mechanism[5] is required for the wave energy converter's 

stability. The current mooring technologies and design standards are insufficient to meet the needs of offshore 

WECs. It is based on the four characteristics of wave energy converters that distinguish them from other 

offshore installations: function, operation, investment/revenue connection, and failure implications. In the case 

of offshore WECs, mooring system failures seem to be low in comparison to offshore platforms. As a result, 

there are no severe safety regulations. However, approved offshore requirements are required for execution, 

resulting in a total expenditure in mooring systems of 18 percent to 30 percent. Wave energy converters must 

be put in high-energy zones to maximize their energy efficiency. These are regions where the wave condition 

is high and a converter, as well as its mooring mechanism, would be subjected to tremendous loading. Some 

WEC types are motion-dependent, requiring wave oscillations, primarily in resonance, to extract energy. When 

a mooring system is in resonance, such oscillations create large amplitude movements at a high frequency, 

creating increased dynamic pressures in mooring lines. The mooring system affects the performance of 

motion-dependent devices because it influences the dynamic responses of WECs as mooring lines add mass 

(additional mass), damping, and stiffness. According to reference, the mooring system's bulk and rigidity are 
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not harmful to the converter's performance and may rather improve it. Furthermore, the extra mooring 

dampening releases energy that may be used by WECs that are motion dependent, adding to the stability of 

floating structures. A good mooring system for floating WECs will take into account not only the potential 

implications of the power take-off and device movements, but also provide stability, be simple to maintain 

and monitor, and decrease installation and material costs. The varieties of WECs and their mooring 

configurations, components, needs, modeling technique, design considerations, appropriate software, and 

problems are all explored in this study. 

2. DISCUSSION 

 2.1 Wave energy converter (WECs)  

The conversion of wave energy into useful energy, such as electricity, is performed through WECs 

 2.1.1 Historical Background 

The possibility of converting wave energy into useable energy has enticed a lot of inventors: by 1980, more 

than 1000 patents had been filed, and the number has climbed significantly since then. Girard submitted the 

first well-known patent in France in 1799. Several patents pertaining to the conversion of wave energy existed 

by the late twentieth century. Yoshio Masuda, a former Japanese navy officer, has been dubbed the "Father of 

Advanced Wave Energy Development." He designed a navigation buoy that uses a wave-driven air turbine for 

propulsion. The oscillating water column (OWC) [6]is made up of such buoys. The rebirth of wave energy 

study in the 1970s and 1980s was largely due to oil shocks in 1973, which prompted policymakers and 

governments to recognize the geographical and temporal relevance of fossil fuel deposits. Several 

advancements and research activities were therefore pushed by governments and international groups. The 

1973 oil crisis ushered in a major change in the renewable energy landscape, with a surge in interest in large-

scale wave energy production. Stephen Salter brought wave energy to the scholarly community in 1974, and 

it has since become a milestone. 

 2.1.2 Wave Energy Converter Classifications  

To date, a variety of technologies for converting wave energy to electrical energy have been created. In 2006, 

reference reported on over 53 distinct wave energy systems. Typically, they are categorized according to the 

sort of conversion.  

 2.1.3 Operational Principle  

The operational principle defines how the wave energy converter interacts with incoming waves and absorbs 

energy. Falco suggested categorization based on operational principles. Oscillating water column (OWC): As 

depicted in Figure 1, the OWC is a floating hollow or stationary device that compresses and decompresses 

compressed air utilizing a change in wave produced in the water level inside the chamber. The difference in 

pressure in the chamber drives air to travel through a turbine connected to the generator. OWCs will operate 

as breakwater constructions to safeguard the shoreline if erected near the beach. When situated near to the 

coast, several OWC devices offer a natural placement advantage. Energetech, OceanLinx, WaveGen Limpet, 

Yongsoo Power Plant, and Pico OWC are some examples. Mighty Whale, Spar Buoy, and Backward Bent 

Duct Buoy are some examples of floating OWCs. 

 

Figure 1: Oscillating water column 
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 2.1.4 Oscillating bodies 

 The term "oscillating body" refers to WECs that get their power from wave-induced oscillations of submerged 

or floating structures, usually in surge or heave. Heaving devices are typically built as ax symmetric buoys 

just below or on the water's surface, capturing energy from the wave's vertical motion. The Marine Energy[7] 

Centre in Europe lists 74 wave energy companies, all of which specialize in the production of heaving type 

point absorbers. Core Power WEC (bottom-referenced floating WEC connected to pneu-mechanical drive) , 

Power Buoy [8](floating system of two-body self-referenced with hydraulic power take-off (PTO), as shown 

in Figure 2), the CETO system (bottom-referenced submerged converter with hydraulic PTO), and Sea-based 

wave energy converter are among them (floating system of bottom-referenced coupled with linear generator). 

 

Figure 2: Power buoy 

 2.1.5 Oscillating wave surge 

As depicted in Figure 3, oscillating wave surge (OWCS)[9] converters are made up of a flapping structure, 

such as a plate, hinged on the seabed or a submerged reference base. BioWare, Langlee, and Oyster are among 

the 14 distinct oscillating wave surge converters now being developed throughout the globe. Because the 

reference base that is constructed to be stable always tends to pass in waves and frequently does not have an 

adequately high response point of impedance, the (OWCS) power output is lower than bottom-fixed. 

 

 

Figure 3: Oscillating wave surge converter 

  2.2 Location 

Shoreline devices offer the advantages of being near to the utility network, being simple to maintain, and 

having a lower probability of being dam- aged under severe circumstances since waves are dampened as they 

pass across shallow water. This leads to one of the downsides of shore-mounted devices: lesser wave force 

due to shallow water (this can be partially compensated by natural energy concentrated locations.) The tidal 

range might be a problem as well. Furthermore, due to the nature of their location, site-specific criteria such 

as coastline geometry and geology, as well as the preservation of coastal beauty, devices cannot be built for 

mass production. Near shore devices are those that are in relatively shallow water (there is no consensus on 

what constitutes ‘shallow' water, however it has been argued that a depth of less than one-quarter wavelength 
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might be considered shallow). In this area, devices are often anchored to the seafloor, providing a stable basis 

against which an oscillating body may operate. A downside, similar to coastal devices, is that shallow water 

causes weaker waves, reducing harvesting capability. Offshore devices are often located in deep water, while 

there is no consensus on what defines 'deep' water. 'Tens of meters' are one definition, while others include 

'more than 40 meters' and 'a depth surpassing one-third of the wavelength.' Because deep sea waves have larger 

energy content, locating a WEC in deep water has the benefit of allowing it to gather more energy. Offshore 

devices, on the other hand, are more difficult to build and maintain, and must be constructed to withstand more 

harsh circumstances because to the higher wave height and energy content in the waves, adding to the expense 

of construction. Despite this, it is believed that floating devices in deep water provide higher structural 

efficiency with more forceful wave. 

 2.3 Mooring system 

WECs are basically tied with cables and anchored to the ocean bottom, and they use wave energy to generate 

power. A particular WEC mooring device[5], like other anchored offshore constructions on the ocean bottom, 

may be made up of three parts: mooring lines, anchors, and connections. Mooring systems are classified[10] 

into three categories according on their relevance to WEC action: reactive, passive, and active. 

i. Reactive mooring: The mooring mechanism is an important aspect of a transformation system, and it's 

especially useful since the PTO takes use of the vibrations between the seabed and the WEC. 

ii. Passive mooring: When the main goal of a mooring is station holding, the WEC's power extraction 

from waves is unaffected. 

iii. Active mooring: In addition to providing station keeping, the mooring system has a significant impact 

on the WEC's power extraction and dynamic responsiveness. 

 2.4 Mooring requirements 

Several designs and materials are suggested to enable a satisfactory anchoring of floating WECs. It must be 

constructed as an integral element of the overall structure, contributing to the efficiency of energy extraction. 

However, the list of mooring criteria is long and convoluted, making it a difficult process. The following is a 

list of main design requirements for WEC mooring systems: 

(1) On the station, the moorings must maintain the system within a defined tolerance. This is normally 

determined by the distance between neighboring machines in an array or the maximum offset allowed by the 

electrical power cord for WECs. 

(2) Anchors and mooring lines must be adequately compatible with environmental loads to limit the pressures 

imposed on the system itself. 

(3) The moorings shall stay intact in ultimate, accident, and fatigue limit states, according to load standards 

from classification norms. 

(4) For array performance, the horizontal footprint of the mooring system should be reduced. 

(5) Slack-snap conditions must be avoided. 

(6) In arrays, viable inter-moorings should be removed for individual system operation and maintenance 

without affecting surrounding devices. 

(7) Under normal operating circumstances, moorings must not be detrimental to power absorption. 

(8) The installation of the mooring system should be made as easy as possible. Within a normal weather period, 

components of the mooring must be inspected, repaired, and maybe removed. 

(9) Marine growth, corrosion, and long-term aging should all be included into the design. 

(10) It should be sufficient to include the tidal scope at the installation location. 

 2.5 Mooring design challenge 

The anchoring system is a critical component of wave energy project economic feasibility. The same criteria 

apply to WEC moorings as they do to other offshore systems. Designing and assessing mooring systems has 

a number of obstacles, some of which are evident and others which are more suitable. 

3. CONCLUSION 

Wave energy research is now taking place all around the world, particularly in China, the United States, and 

Europe. Experimental study, theoretical development, and model design of WEC mooring prototypes have all 
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progressed. The advancements in wave resource characterization technologies have been quite inspiring, as 

powerful computer tools and algorithms are now available to forecast and simulate wave environments with 

finer spatial resolutions and temporal accuracy. The effectiveness of numerical simulations of CFD while 

including dynamic linkages between sea waves and WEC has recently proved the usage of large-scale tests. 

In the developing wave energy industry, simulations and experimental studies may help to improve 

performance. The mathematical simulation for mooring systems of WECs must borrow several existing 

approaches from other fields of offshore engineering due to the universal need to analyze, optimize, and design 

moorings for offshore structures. In addition, this research discusses the appropriateness of commercial 

modeling tools for WEC mooring systems. The majority of the software has comparable capabilities; however 

other software has more complex ways. By reducing mooring weights and motion behaviors as much as 

feasible, the mooring system must not have a detrimental influence on the WEC's efficiency. The expenses of 

the mooring system must also be considered, and the energy levelized cost reduces as wave power efficiency 

improves. Other elements, such as water depth, may also play a role in expenses. The water level would surely 

affect permanent buildings in compared to floating ones. The cost of transmission will climb as the range of 

WECs extends farther offshore. Transmission costs may be reduced by sharing deployed offshore assets, like 

as wind turbines, provided they are available. 
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